Chapter 1. Basic concept

Preface

1. Situation of scientific technologies
   - Looking back to the 20th century
   - The future plan for the 21st century
   - What we should aim for the policy of science technologies
   - Realization of a country where people can enjoy a high standard of living
   - Realization of a country where people can be growing communally
   - Strategic plan for placing great importance on scientific technologies

2. Realization of a country that can contribute to the whole world

3. Realization of a country that can be growing continuously

4. Realization of a country where people can enjoy a high standard of living

5. Strategy of scientific technologies policy
   - Building a new relation ship between scientific technologies and society
   - Communication between scientific technologies and society
   - Government investment and effective distribution
   - Basic view for promoting scientific technologies
   - Basic theme of basic scientific technologies scheme
   - Feedback the result of scientific technologies to society through industry

Chapter 2. Important policy

1. Strategic plan for placing great importance on scientific technologies
   - Government investment and effective distribution
   - Basic view for promoting scientific technologies
   - Basic theme of basic scientific technologies scheme
   - Feedback the result of scientific technologies to society through industry
   - Communication between scientific technologies and society
   - Building a new relation ship between scientific technologies and society
   - Strategy of scientific technologies policy

2. Realization of a country where people can enjoy a high standard of living
   - Looking back to the 21st century
   - The future plan for the 21st century
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